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We demonstrate how planar microresonators (PMRs) can be utilized to investigate the angular
dependent magnetic resonance response of single magnetic nanostructures. In contrast to
alternative detection schemes like electrical or optical detection, the PMR approach provides a
classical means of investigating the high frequency dynamics of single magnetic entities, enabling
the use of well-established analysis methods of ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) spectroscopy. To
demonstrate the performance of the PMR-based FMR setup for angular dependent measurements,
we investigate the microwave excited magnons in a single Co stripe of 5 ! 1 ! 0.02 lm3 and
compare the results to micromagnetic simulations. The evolution of excited magnons under rotation
of one individual stripe with respect to a static magnetic field is investigated. Besides quasi uniform
excitations, we observe magneto-static as well as localized excitations. We find a strong influence of
C 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
inhomogeneous dynamic and static demagnetizing fields for all modes. V
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4890515]

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the dynamical magnetic properties determine the
reversal as well as relaxation behaviour of the magnetization,
the investigation of magnon excitations is of interest in the
field of fundamental research as well as for modern spintronic applications.1–3 The enlarged surface-to-volume ratio
of nanostructures, inhomogeneous demagnetizing fields due
to confined geometries, roughness, and morphology have
considerable influence on magnetic properties and lead to
complex magnetic excitations, which have been investigated,
e.g., by means of Brillouin light scattering (BLS)4,5 or
recently by microstrip ferromagnetic resonance (FMR)6 on
arrays of stripes and dots. But integral measurements on
array samples typically provide averaged signals due to the
distribution of sizes, surface morphologies, and material
parameters of the individual entities and are sensitive to disturbances due to inhomogeneous excitations. Hence, it is
favorable to investigate magnonic excitations on an individual (single) nanoscale structure. Here, we focus on FMR,
which is a powerful technique for the characterization of
static and dynamic properties in magnetic solids.7,8 Planar
microresonators (PMR)9 provide a sensitivity of 106 lB
which allows the detection of excitation modes in a single Py
stripe with size of 5.04 ! 0.59 ! 0.056 lm3. So far PMRFMR has been restricted to one fixed orientation of the sample to the externally applied magnetic field providing access
to a magnetically hard or easy direction of a sample only.10
To get access to anisotropic properties of individual nanosized samples, we extended the PMR technique to an angular
a)
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dependent FMR experiment with high angular resolution
covering the twofold symmetry of a stripe sample. The collective dynamics of a spin system can be expressed classically in a macrospin model by considering the excitation of
~ in space and time, i.e., Mð~
~ r ; tÞ. The
the magnetization M
~ r ; tÞ driven by a
time evolution of the magnetization Mð~
continuous homogeneous microwave magnetic field b~mw at
x
is described by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert
frequency 2p
equation (LLG)11 and the condition for resonant excitation,
i.e., FMR can be calculated.
II. SAMPLE AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The PMR as well as the Co stripe were produced by subsequent steps of electron beam lithography (EBL) in a scanning electron microscope (SEM) as described elsewhere.10
The polycrystalline Co stripe 5 ! 1 ! 0.02 lm3 with a 5 nm
Pt capping is fabricated in the center of the PMR loop. The
edges of the stripe are oxidized within a few Å, which is negligible in comparison to the micron sized width and length of
the stripe. The polycrystalline Co shows a small in-plane
magneto crystalline anisotropy of 5 mT measured on an
extended thin film deposited as a reference in the same process. Furthermore, it shows a uniaxial out-of-plane anisotropy.1 Both values are negligible in comparison to the shape
anisotropy in this case. An SEM image of the PMR loop
containing the Co stripe is shown in Fig. 1. The PMR’s
eigenfrequency was determined to be 14.23 GHz. Also
shown in Fig. 1 is the coordinate system used throughout
the paper.
PMRs utilize a linearly polarized high frequency magnetic field b~mw like conventional cavities but offer by four
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z-axis. The cell size was chosen to 10 nm which is in the
range of the exchange length and the exchange constant was
chosen to 3 ! 10&11 J/m. Anisotropy constants were set to
zero. The small anisotropies measured on the reference
sample were taken into account by means of a reduced
magnetization of M ¼ 1130 kA
m.
III. RESULTS

First, we will discuss the measured and simulated angular
dependent FMR, followed by the analysis of the observed
magnon modes separately for the long axis of the stripe parallel to Bext (0$ ) and perpendicular to Bext (90$ ), respectively.
FIG. 1. SEM picture of the PMR loop containing as single Co stripe (highlighted by the grey rectangle) with dimensions 5 ! 1 ! 0.02 lm3 (length! width ! thickness). The eigenfrequency of the PMR is 14.23 GHz with a
quality factor ¼ 14. The coordinate system shown in red is used throughout
the paper. The PMR and the external magnetic field are in the x-y-plane and
the microwave field b~mw is along the z-axis. The PMR is rotated within the
x-y-plane during the angular dependent measurement, while Bext is always
applied in x-direction.

orders of magnitude increased sensitivity.10 The sensitivity
of the PMR is linked with an increased filling factor for the
small stripe, which exceeds that of a conventional TE102
cavity at the 14 GHz operation frequency by a factor of 107.
Nevertheless, due to the very small volume of the sample the
absolute value of the filling factor for the stripe in PMR is
comparable to that for a 5 ! 5 ! 0.0001 mm3 thin film sample in a classical cavity. The microresonator thus does not
get overloaded by the sample. The microwave field generated inside the loop is always oriented along the z-axis, only
in the vicinity of the microresonator edge (<3 lm) the
microwave field strongly increases and has non-negligible
lateral components. The simulated microwave field in the
microresonator has a concave meniscus-like shape open on
the gap side.9 In the PMR used in our experiments, the inhomogeneity of b~mw across the stripe is within 25% of its value
in the center of the loop. In the extended setup angular
dependent FMR experiments were performed at room
temperature using a 14 GHz home-built spectrometer in cw
modus.12 The PMR containing the Co stripe was rotated in
the x-y-plane in steps of 1$ with respect to Bext during the
angular dependent measurement. The oscillator frequency of
the spectrometer is stabilized by phase locked loop (PLL)
with respect to a 10 MHz reference. As the PMRs are broadband, matching of the structure is not distorted by the thermal drift of the resonator frequency during the experiment.
The static magnetic field Bext was modulated with an amplitude of 2 mT at a frequency fm ¼ 56 kHz for lock-in detection
and applied in the x-direction.
We performed micromagnetic simulations using the
software package OOMMF13,14 covering the experimentally
investigated angular dependence. We extended the simulations in previous work with a locally resolved phase analysis
of the magnetization with respect to b~mw to distinguish
between resonantly driven and non-resonant oscillations. For
this simulations, we considered a stripe of 5 ! 1 ! 0.02 lm3,
a damping parameter a ¼ 0.006, which is in agreement with
literature15–17 and a cw rf magnetic field applied along the

A. The complete angular dependence

The results of the angular dependent measurement and
simulation are summarized in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively, as a greyscale plot. On the horizontal axis, the
in-plane angle is shown from 0$ to 180$ . The external field is
represented on the vertical axis. In the greyscale plots
(Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)), light grey color represents a positive
sign for the signal amplitude while dark grey color represents
negative ones. The FMR resonance field is found at a sharp
contrast change from white to black color. Furthermore, the
resonance fields for each in plane angle are highlighted by
colored symbols. Different colors represent different types of
excitations, which will be discussed later in detail. Every
vertical line represents a single FMR spectrum as exemplary
shown in Fig. 2(a)) for measurement and simulation. The red
and blue line in the greyscale plot indicate spectra for 0$ and
90$ orientation, respectively, the spectra shown in (a) being
recorded for the 90$ orientation. Arrows indicate the position
of the main resonance signal in both spectra and corresponding greyscale plot.
The angular dependent measurement reveals one major
resonance signal (yellow), which exhibits a twofold symmetry as well as additional resonances at higher resonance fields
(Bres ð/Þ) for in-plane angles around 90$ . For the major signal, we find Bres(/ ¼ 90$ ) > Bres(/ ¼ 0$ ). The 90$ orientation with the long axis of the stripe being perpendicular to
the external field is the magnetically hard direction due to
the shape anisotropy, while 0$ represents the magnetically
easy direction. Besides this main resonance, the simulation
shows additional resonance signals of less intensity. For the
angles close to the easy direction two resonance signals are
observed in total (B1res ð/Þ and B2res ð/Þ). For angles close to
the hard direction at least four different resonance signals
occur. Note that additional resonances appear with much
smaller intensity and are magnified by a factor of 10 for better visualization in the greyscale plot. Taking a closer look at
the evolution of B1res ð/Þ and B2res ð/Þ starting from the easy
direction (0$ ) reveals that the two resonance modes approach
each other when Bext is rotated into the hard direction (90$ ).
For in-plane angles around 60$ , the two modes are energetically close, entering a strong coupling regime. The modes
come closest around 62$ and repel each other again at higher
angles. This is supported by an intensity change of the main
signal around 62$ in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). The rotational
evolution of resonant modes, in general, and the observed
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FIG. 2. Exemplary spectra and complete results of angular dependent
FMR. (a) shows spectra for the hard
direction in the measurement (top) and
simulation (bottom). The vertical axis
represents the external field, while the
horizontal axis represents the normalized FMR signal. The angular dependence is shown in a greyscale plot for
the measurement (b) and simulation
(c). Horizontal axis: in plane angle of
the external field. 0$ : the stripes’ long
axis is parallel to the x-axis. Vertical
axis: external magnetic field. Red and
blue line: indicate the single spectra at
0$ and 90$ orientation. Color symbols
show resonance positions taken from
single spectra.

mode repulsion behaviour, in particular, is measured and
visualized on a single magnetic stripe in an angular dependent FMR experiment. This demonstrates the potential of the
improved PMR setup for the investigation of angular dependent magnetic resonance responses of single magnetic
nanostructures. In Figs. 3(a) and 3(c), we present measured
FMR spectra for the principal directions (0$ and 90$ ).
The corresponding simulated spectra are shown in Figs. 3(b)
and 3(d).
The measured and simulated spectra are marked with
(1)–(4) for the 0$ configuration and (5)–(8) for 90$ . The
simulated spectra in Figs. 3(b) and 3(d) exhibit the same features as the measured ones and, moreover, the line positions
of the major signals match very well (61 mT). Only the
measured mode (8) in 90$ orientation has a significantly
lower resonance field than the simulated one, which will be
discussed later. The simulated spectra in Fig. 3 have a 6 mT
narrower line width than in the experiment, which we attribute to extrinsic damping contributions in the experiment not
accounted for by the a in the simulation. Due to the reduced
linewidth, the individual resonance signals marked with (3),
(4), (5), and (7) are more pronounced in the simulation. In
order to investigate the nature of the magnon excitations, we
use the simulation to visualize spatially resolved snapshots
of the z-component of the precessing magnetization. Every
snapshot depicts the magnetization orientation in each cell:
arrows indicate the in-plane orientation averaged over 15

cells and color represents the z-component of the magnetization vector to be positive (red) or negative (blue). A color
change from white to blue or red across the stripe indicates a
phase shift of the precessing magnetization of adjacent cells.
Note that for a resonantly excited precession a phase shift of
p
2 between the magnetization and the driving field is present.
B. Magnetic field parallel to easy direction (0$ )

In this part, the modes for the magnetic field being
applied in the easy direction of the stripe are discussed. The
corresponding spectra are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), while
in Fig. 4 locally resolved snapshots of the magnetization are
shown. Numbers (1)–(4) correspond to the resonance modes
in the simulated spectra.
We start the discussion with resonance mode (2) in
Fig. 4 since it is the main resonance in the spectrum. This
mode is a quasi uniform excitation, where all magnetic
moments precess in phase, but in contrast to a pure uniform
mode it shows spatially varying amplitude. This can be seen
from the color contrast which gradually decreases towards
the sample edges. At the edges, an additional dynamic stray
field is created which thus leads to a torque acting on the
edge moments resulting in an effective pinning.18 The resonance mode in snapshot (1) shows a color change across the
width of the stripe. This implies a twofold phase shift of
180$ of the dynamic component of magnetic moments. The
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FIG. 4. Micromagnetic simulation: spatially resolved snapshots of the
precessing magnetization for / ¼ 0 at Bext ¼ 36.5 mT (1), 114.5 mT (2),
119 mT/125.5 mT/129.5 mT (3), and 180 mT (4). The numbers indicate the
resonances in the spectra shown before. Arrows indicate the in-plane orientation of the magnetization averaged over 15 cells and color represents the
out-of-plane component of the magnetization to be positive (red) or negative
(blue).

FIG. 3. Measured and simulated FMR spectra of the single Co stripe. (a)
Measured spectrum for the easy direction. The stripes’ long axis parallel to
the x-axis and external field. (b) Simulated spectrum for the same orientation
as (a). The inset shows resonance mode (1) at 36.5 mT and a magnification
by a factor of 100. (c) Measured spectrum for the hard direction. The stripe’s
long axis parallel to the y-axis and perpendicular to the external field. (d)
Simulated spectrum for the same orientation as (c). The inset shows the resonance mode (8) at 509 mT and a magnification by a factor 100. For a
detailed description of the different excited modes, see text.

edge moments show no z-component due to the mentioned
dipolar pinning at the sample. Excitation mode (1) is a dipolar and exchange coupled standing spin wave, with its wave
vector k~ oriented perpendicular to the direction of the
~ M.
~ 19,20 To verify this, the micromagnetic
magnetization k?
simulation provides the possibility to analyze the phase
relation between driving field bmw and driven moments
(Fig. 5(a)). We calculate the magnitude of both quantities
with a time resolution of 1000 steps per oscillation
(typically in the range of ps) for Bext fixed at the resonance
field. In Fig. 5(a), the phase relation is plotted for different
locations along a line across the stripe. For all excited
moments, the phase shift between bmw and Mz is p2, proving
resonantly excited moments.

At first glance resonance modes (3) appear to be spin
waves as well but are of different nature. This can clearly be
shown by the same phase analysis for bmw and Mz as for
mode (1) before. In Fig. 5(b), we show this phase analysis
for relevant locations along the sample.
We find a phase shift between bmw and Mz of about p2 for
the areas of highest color contrast (blue), while the low contrast area (red) reveals a phase shift of 0. Consequently, only
those moments showing the most intense color in the snapshot are resonantly driven by the exciting microwave field.
Moments appearing with low contrast are non-resonantly
excited. Their precession is due to coupling only. The confinement of the sample leads to a strongly localized excita~ which are
tion and alters standing spin waves with k~ k M,
19
expected for higher field values and still indicated by the
snapshot. In the series of snapshots marked with (3), we
observe the excitation being located closer to the edge of the
sample with increasing strength of Bext. Eventually, this
leads to a strong localization at the edge of the sample as can
be seen in snapshot (4).
C. Magnetic field parallel to hard direction (90$ )

In this part, the modes for the magnetic field applied in
the hard direction of the stripe are discussed. The spectra are
shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), while in Fig. 6 spatially
resolved snapshots of the magnetization are presented. Here,
numbers (5)–(8) correspond to the resonances in the spectra.
Applying the same phase analysis as for the modes in
the easy direction mode (5) can be identified as a standing
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FIG. 5. Micromagnetic simulation: snapshots of the precessing magnetization for the principal direction 0$ . (a) Visualizing a magnetization snapshot of mode
(1) at 36.5 mT as before and the phase relation between exciting microwave field bmw (solid line) and the precessing magnetization (dashed line).
(b) Visualizing a magnetization snapshot of mode (3) at 119 mT as before and the phase relation between bmw (solid line) and the precessing magnetization
(dashed line). Magnitude of microwave field and magnetization are normalized to the respective maximum.

~ M.
~ 19,20 Snapshot (6) shows
spin wave, with wave vector k?
that the quasi-uniform mode is much stronger localized for
the magnetically hard direction due to an enhanced inhomogeneity of the static demagnetizing field along the short axis
of the stripe. Since this inhomogeneity increases towards the
edges the localization is enhanced in snapshots (7) and (8),
depicting the resonance modes occurring at higher fields.
The modes shown in snapshots (7) are localized excitations
as discussed before for modes (3) in the easy direction in
Figs. 4 and 5(b). Note, that for the hard direction, the edge
moments are not aligned parallel with the external field so

far. Eventually for a field value high enough, the edge
moments are aligned parallel to the external field and the resonance condition is fulfilled for these moments only as
depicted in snapshot (8). This edge mode occurs at a field
value of 509 mT in the simulation but at a field value of
approximately 300 mT in the experiment, see Figs. 3(c) and
3(d). This difference can be explained by the fact that the
sample does not provide perfect edges as considered in the
simulation. It has been shown, that edge roughness or a deviation of the edge surface angle from 90$ may lead to an
effective reduction of the edge saturation field.21
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1

FIG. 6. Micromagnetic simulation: snapshots of the precessing magnetization
for / ¼ 90 at Bext ¼ 139 mT/153 mT (5), 164 mT (6), 174 mT/200 mT (7),
and 509 mT (8). The numbers indicate the marked resonance modes in spectra
shown before. Snapshots depict the magnetization orientation as before.

IV. CONCLUSION

We studied the evolution of spinwave modes in a single Co
stripe as a function of the orientation of an external magnetic
field by FMR utilizing a planar microresonator and micromagnetic simulations with continuous wave excitation. In this analysis, we discuss the different observed magnon excitations and
find excellent agreement between measured and simulated FMR
spectra. In this particular case, even the quasi uniform mode is
not a homogeneous excitation but appears localized due to the
confinement of the sample. All modes with higher energy than
this one show resonant excitation only in confined parts of the
stripe. Eventually, this is maximal in a pure edge mode. The
angular dependence reveals the evolution of the quasi uniform
excitation for the easy direction into the pure edge mode for the
hard direction in one excitation branch, which can be followed
during the angular dependence. Furthermore, intermediate
angles reveal mode repulsion of spinwave modes. Overall this
shows the potential of highly sensitive PMR’s to access anisotropic dynamic magnetic properties in individual nanosized
samples with a high angular resolution. These investigations can
be applied to samples provided by means of lithography and
evaporation as shown here and utilized for potential spintronic
applications as well as single nanoparticles.
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